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Topic: version 2.4 (Read 53678 times)

0 Members and 1 Guest are viewing this topic.

Rapid
Occasional poster

Posts: 36

Re: version 2.4
« Reply #240 on: Yesterday at 02:26:31 PM »
Quote from: rejetto on Yesterday at 09:44:11 AM
sure! somebody let me know if this file is good, then we'll decide how to publish it

I think one of a problems is that all resourcestrings in functions you named as MSG:
Code: [Select]
[ResourceStrings]
64820_main_MSG{1}=The current template is using macros.\^Do you want to cancel this action?
...
64820_main_MSG{1}=Max simultaneous addresses downloading.
...
64820_main_MSG{1}=Max lines on screen
...
64820_main_MSG{1}=Max lines on screen
64820_main_MSG{1}=Here you can specify how to format the log file complying Apache standard.\^Leave blank to get bare copy of screen on file.\^\^Example:\^
64820_main_MSG{1}=This option creates an .md5 file for every new calculated fingerprint.\^Use with care to get not your disk invaded by these files.

%h %l %u %t "%r" %
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rejetto
Administrator
Tireless poster

Re: version 2.4
« Reply #241 on: Yesterday at 02:32:48 PM »
Quote from: Rapid on Yesterday at 02:26:31 PM
I think one of a problems is that all resourcestrings in functions you named as MSG:

I didn't really dig into it, as it was presented as an automatic solution.
i expected it to handle them correctly and give different IDs.
This means that if refactor the name it will break translation. Nice -_I guess i'll have to rename all local ones. Worse, I should globalize them to avoid collisions, probably. Or you have a different suggestion?
Logged

Posts: 13132

rejetto
Administrator
Tireless poster

Re: version 2.4
« Reply #242 on: Yesterday at 03:32:22 PM »

https://github.com/rejetto/hfs2/releases/tag/v2.4-beta08
- new templates (with new login system) will be recognized by the section [unauth] in place of [unauthorized]
- 'selection' was renamed to 'files'
- sha256 was moved to [sha256.js] section, so you don't need to include it in your tpl
« Last Edit: Yesterday at 03:41:06 PM by rejetto »
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Posts: 13132

TEA-Time
Occasional poster

Posts: 60

Re: version 2.4
« Reply #243 on: Yesterday at 04:50:50 PM »

The ban IP address field looks good in all cases now.
Can the text cursor be automatically moved to where you right click in the log instead of having to left click to move it first, since the right click menu has to do where
that is?
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rejetto
Administrator
Tireless poster

Re: version 2.4
« Reply #244 on: Yesterday at 06:17:40 PM »
Quote from: TEA-Time on Yesterday at 04:50:50 PM
Can the text cursor be automatically moved to where you right click in the log instead of having to left click to move it first, since the right click menu has to do where that is?

agreed
Logged

Posts: 13132

NaitLee
Occasional poster

Re: version 2.4
« Reply #245 on: Yesterday at 11:24:25 PM »

I see the resources can be translated now. Good job!
I also see the locale strings(Arabic, Baltic, Chinese etc.) appeard at the end of the file were "pushed" with different IDs, compaired with old hfs.lng. If they always have a
different IDs each time they are generated, it will be annoying since we should work with them again and again.
Upload unicode problem is not solved in beta8
Check the template side? (Though with little expection...)

Posts: 30

Edit: I see this problem is there from alpha6, the version which general Unicode problem had been fixed. I did not tested it out that time, sorry...

Computer brained boy
filepage(template) side, beta8.jpg (20.39 kB, 949x178 - viewed 8 times.)

« Last Edit: Today at 07:19:25 AM by NaitLee »

Logged

Thanks for noticing me
, I'm just someone normal like others here
But don't forget to check out my template: http://rejetto.com/forum/index.php?topic=13287.0

LeoNeeson
Tireless poster

Re: version 2.4
« Reply #246 on: Today at 05:26:44 AM »
Quote from: rejetto on Yesterday at 09:44:11 AM
sure! somebody let me know if this file is good, then we'll decide how to publish it

Good, thanks for the new file (I'm sure it will come handy for those who want to translate HFS). From time to time, there are some users who doesn't know how to
translate HFS, and finding the 'hfs.lng' on the middle of a long thread like this, make it sometimes hard to find (even for me!, because after a few weeks I forget where
you have uploaded the file). You can upload it wherever you think is more visible for the users (it was only a suggestion to upload it on GitHub).
Quote from: NaitLee on Yesterday at 11:24:25 PM

Posts: 686
Still busy...

If they always have a different IDs each time they are generated, it will be annoying since we should work with them again and again.

I could be wrong, but I think this will only happen once (I mean, the new 'hfs.lng' has different IDs because Rejetto has updated the component that makes the
translation possible). HFS v2.3m was making use of "Kryvich's Delphi Localizer v3.2", and Rejetto is now using "Kryvich's Delphi Localizer v4.1" which has full unicode
support (that's why it could now have different IDs). But I think this would not happen again soon, or at least not very often (until Rejetto decides to update that
component again on the future). Someone please correct me if I'm mistaken...
Cheers,
Leo.« Last Edit: Today at 06:08:54 AM by LeoNeeson »
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